the techman sets forth to gain respect from his fellows. . . to kick a blandly disinterested world in the backside so that it will sit up and take notice . . .
... having set aside much of the capriciousness of youth and achieved the foundation of a purpose in life, the maturing tech person pursues learning with more zeal ...
... the techman begins to think more seriously of his future ... his interests change considerably and he becomes attracted to things of an intellectual nature ...
the techman finds that even in the sheltered world of college unpleasant realities must be faced occasionally . . .

he debates the ancient question of college men in choosing dates: sex vs. companionship . . .
alien wesley, secretary of the student body

joe mccutchen, student body president

dick frame, student body vice-president
the student council represents the efforts of the entire student body to govern itself. The council officially represents and acts for the student body in all of its interests. It acts as the connecting link between the student body and the administration through its elected representatives. It controls all extracurricular activities, student activity fees, and handles all general complaints of the students. The enhancement of student
affairs here at Georgia Tech is the Student Council's guiding policy. The work of the Council is carried on in all fields of student activities through standing committees and by student membership in committees which are predominately for the faculty.
the judiciary cabinet forms the judicial branch of the student government at Georgia Tech. It functions as the school's trial board. During the school year the judiciary cabinet meets to try cases whenever they may arise. Any Tech student or faculty member may attend a hearing, but members make all decisions.
the student advisory committee to the president came into existence as a result of student council efforts to solidify communications between the students and the administration. the purpose of the committee is to bring together those student leaders who represent the various phases of student activities on campus in an attempt to foster the mutual exchange of ideas and information among students and the school's officials.
again this year the overworked and underpaid blue-print staff have driven themselves quietly mad in an attempt to produce a decent yearbook for georgia tech. led by their fearless editor, fred “mad dog” donovan and ably assisted by the associate editors rae mellichamp and ed joy they put in countless hours of work to make the 1962 blue print the best ever. the vast improvement in handling and layout found in each section of the book is due to the respective staff heads. copy editor, susan starr, assisted by an enthusiastic staff labored diligently to compose the volumes of copy which go into the book. larry tucker delved into his ivy-league mind to come up with fresh and exciting ideas for the excellent features section. tom craig contributed his time and talent to the sports section. bill marchal worked long to help the organizations section. dave pitts and tommy thomas put together an excellent class section while bill george, general section and george foote, fraternity section, both did quality work during the year. bernie wenke headed the photo staff and turned in thousands of pictures. (he also made thousands of dollars). shawn boles, managing editor, did an admirable job of picking up his monthly pay check.
blue print

fred donovan, editor-in-chief

rae mellichamp, associate editor

ed joy, associate editor
david pitts and tommy thomas, classes editors
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bill george, general section editor

tom craig, sports editor
among engineering college magazines the georgia tech engineer has risen to national prominence. since its inception some twenty years ago, the engineer has expanded its horizons to include not only articles of a strictly technical nature, but also articles which in a general way relate to the engineering sciences of interest to engineering students. today's engineer ranges from nuclear physics to analyses on the causes of students failing out of school: from coverage of a georgia tech homecoming to a pictorial report of the grand prix sports car race. the personality of the engineer is an expression of the staff. members of all the classes can find a place here.
the rambler, obviously having its origin in the demented mind of some journalistically inclined, socially frustrated i.m. is georgia tech's answer to the steadily diminishing demand for college humor magazines. titled as it is, however, as a feature magazine we can enjoy somewhat less of handicap than do other similar publications: i.e. when a bit of writing doesn't evoke the amount of mirth which it should we simply rationalize it away as a feature, which fortunately for us, doesn't have to be funny. we have a number of other outs, the major one of these being the old standby referred to as s-e-x. it's amazing what the consumer reaction is to say, four pages of enticingly clad females—or for that matter—unclad females. consumer reports on articles of this sort have been known to sky-rocket above the trendex ratings of such favorites as "as the world turns" and "quick draw mcgraw." this is no mean feat, by any standards. the rambler also enjoys the advantage of only having first-rate material presented it—the other is turned over to the engineer and the technique (the delsey tissue of the newspapers.)
technique
"the technique" what do these words mean? all-american? south's liveliest? the bridge between the administration and the students? these are part of the meaning, but . . . . . . .
students think . . . friday rush at the post office . . . this week's pictures - sharp chicks or pigs . . . that editorial really laid it on the line . . . what time does that concert start? . . . is that my name? . . . grab a couple of extras . . . who's got a course listing issue? . . . wow - look at that misprint . . . who's playing for homecoming? . . . what page is max shulman on . . . finals schedule . . . friday at 2:50! . . . fraternity standings . . . where are we? . . . let me see that technique . . . wonder if there'll be a paper next week . . . where's rumblings . . . send a copy home . . . maybe they'll see what this place is really like . . . . . . . the staff remembers . . . get some freshmen . . . no time to study . . . deadlines . . . what'll we editorialize on this week . . . somebody beat on the wall . . . those guys next door ate it again this week . . . no time to study . . . where's the popcorn . . . susga, 'bama campus . . . 300 words . . . impossible . . . but i tell you i already corrected that mistake . . . still no time to study . . . who's got my ruler . . . keep out of the inner sanctum . . . printer needs a new typesetter . . . acp, miami . . . wow . . . anybody got any ideas for a column . . . how do other schools print daily . . .
technique
the publications board is the governing body on policy and scope of coverage of each of the Georgia Tech publications. The primary responsibility of the board is to proportion the income from student activity fees to the publications. In addition, each spring the board elects the editors, business managers, and managing editors of the publications for the following year. The board is made up of all the publication editors.
the georgia tech student chapter of the american ceramic society was formed in 1926 to become a branch of the national organization. the members are unified and led by a true spirit of cooperation, sincerity, and friendship toward the goal of personal development and their professional accomplishments.

american ceramic society
the georgia tech student chapter of the american chemical society has played an important part in the development of outstanding chemists and chemical engineers on the georgia tech campus since 1937. the society provides its members with a chance to become better acquainted with one another, to secure the intellectual stimulation which comes from professional association, and to receive experience in presenting technical material to a professional audience. technical lectures on a variety of topics are offered at frequent intervals to inform students of new advances in the society.
the american institute of architects presents movies and lectures on architecture and the allied arts. many functions are held jointly with georgia chapter of the a.i.a.
The purpose of the student chapter of the A.I.Ch.E. is to acquaint the chemical engineering student with the professional aspect of his future career. This purpose is attained by presenting speakers and movies pertinent to ch.e.
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers has as its purpose the encouragement of the theory and practice and to maintain a high professional standing among engineers. The Georgia Tech chapter sponsors films, field trips, and has many interesting speakers. Each year a contest is held in which each entrant submits a technical paper. The winners' entries are then entered in competition with students of other colleges.
american institute of electrical engineers
the american institute of industrial engineers is
the national technical society of professional
men engaged in various fields of industrial en-
gineering. the purpose of the tech chapter of
a.i.i.e. is to create, develop, and maintain in-
terest in new techniques and developments in
i.e. this year the a.i.i.e. was led by tony smith.

american
institute of
industrial
engineers
The tech chapter of the American Marketing Association was founded in 1950 and is supported and sanctioned by the school of industrial management. The purpose of the club is to promote friendly relations between students and faculty so as to develop sound thinking in marketing theory. Lectures by prominent men in marketing are sponsored by the club each month.
the georgia tech student chapter of the american society of civil engineers is an organization of civil engineering upperclassmen who are actively seeking practical applications of the theories of the many varied phases of civil engineering.
civil engineers
The City Planners Society was formed as an educational and social organization for the graduate students who are enrolled in city planning. Prominent men in the field speak at the meetings of the group once a week, and other social functions round out the activities of this organization. This is Tech’s only professional departmental society.
American Material Handling Society

The American Material Handling Society is a national organization dedicated to the advancement of the theory and practice of efficient material handling in manufacturing, distribution, warehousing, transportation, and all military operations.
through the American Society of Mechanical Engineers an enjoyable outlet is provided for students whose interests lie in the field of mechanical engineering. In order to better acquaint the mechanical engineering student with the professional side of engineering, the society conducts weekly meetings, often supplemented by informative lectures by authorities in the mechanical engineering and in allied fields. Among the privileges accorded to the members is a subscription to the monthly journal magazine Mechanical Engineering.
american society of mechanical engineers
the institute serves as a means for coordinat-
ing the subdivisions of aeronautical engineer-
ing, including practical engineering methods and the education in classrooms.

institute of aero space sciences
institute of radio engineers

the institute of radio engineers is the professional society for engineers in electrical communications and related fields. the institute's activities are directed toward advancing the art of the science of radio and electronics, and promoting the professional welfare of today's future radio engineers.
society for advancement of management
Tech largest organization, the society for the advancement of management, is well organized on campus. Widely known as Sam, its membership is composed of interested sophomores, juniors, and seniors, from all departments in an effort to have all viewpoints of industry represented. Most widely known of its activities is the annual winter management conference, sponsored by Sam. This society regularly invites business men and educators to speak at its meetings and has trips to businesses.
the society of american military engineers on tech's campus has one main objective; it tries to bring together all of the georgia institute of technology's students who are at present interested in the field of modern military engineering. this organization accepts all students.
the georgia tech chapter of alpha phi omega is one of many chapters in this national service fraternity which are scattered on numerous prominent campuses. this year under the leadership of bill terrell, alpha phi omega held its annual ugliest man on campus contest, the proceeds of this contest going to worthy charities. the gamma zeta chapter here at tech has been active on campus for over twenty years and continues to strengthen its ever-increasing program, which includes parents day and a yearly blood drive.
the Georgia Tech judo club was founded in January of this year. Ken Dane leads the group as president, and the vice-president is Jim Kent. The tech judo club provides an opportunity for its members to become proficient in the sport and become skilled enough so that the club may compete with other judo clubs. The instructor of the club is Col. Bleakman, retired air force colonel who was a judo instructor in the air force. The club hopes to become big enough to challenge other schools soon.
one of the foremost representations of tech both at home and away at other college campuses is the tech band under the direction of Mr. Ben Logan Sisk and drum major, Richard Boozer. The tech band displays precision drill and accomplished musical talent during the fall quarter on the football field. Miss Diane Long, twirler for the band, adds extra sparkle to their performance. Although the tech curriculum leaves little free time the tech band members manage to meet three times a week. This is in itself an attribute to the interest of the members. The band was exceptional at the gator bowl.
band
Section II of the co-op club is the winter-summer section of the work a quarter, study a quarter techman. This was the section the first held the club's initiation under its new help week procedures. The club's activities include the annual summer quarter "Miss Perfect Lips" contest and dance and taking underprivileged boys to games.
circle k is an international service organization sponsored by kiwanis international. the local group is sponsored by the northside kiwanis club. membership in this, as in high school key clubs, is open to those boys who have displayed leadership, service, and character on their campuses.
w4aql is the official call of the Georgia Tech radio club. Although most members of the radio club are licensed amateurs, a genuine interest in amateur radio is the only membership requirement. The "voice of Georgia Tech" has won many awards and is well known in many foreign countries. The club's shack is atop physics building.
dames club
Dames is an organization made up of the wives of tech students. It was formed at Tech in 1948 for the purpose of giving students’ wives an interest outside of the home or office, and a place to meet others of similar interests and goals in an occasional evening out. The club began the year with a casual coke party, given by the president and sponsors to acquaint new members with the club and its activities. President, Mrs. Dottie Poston presided over a full schedule of social and cultural interests. The Dames sponsor the Mrs. Homecoming Tea and competition. This campus title has grown in significance through the past years.
drama tech
drama tech finally got into its own playhouse after two years of searching for a theater. the newly constructed crenshaw building was used for the first time in the presentation of look homeward angel. doctor harrison dedicated the building before a distinguished audience, including fred wolfe, the brother of the author of the book. drama tech looks forward to many successful plays under the direction of miss mary santacrose, and with the ever-present aid of dr. bertram drucker, and drama tech's pres. lanier dodson and veep tom thomas.
the georgia tech glee club had played an important role in spreading the name and fame of tech across the land. in tours around the country and on bowl trips, the glee club has helped make our famous school some "ramblin' wreck" one of the most popular and well known college songs in the nation. each year the glee club performs at many colleges throughout the area. they are called on also to perform at many social events in the atlanta area. this year the glee club was under the able leadership of president butch nichols.
glee club
the pan american union club was founded in 1956 to study and practice the teachings and ideals of pan americanism: to improve relations among pan american students, to assist in the guidance of these students while they are at tech, and to participate in activities.
the student branch of the society of automotive engineers is a technical group that appeals to the student interested in design, production, operation, or maintenance of automotive materials. the purpose of this organization is to promote, through the holding of meetings, the arts and sciences and engineering practices connected with automotives.
the woman's student association serves as the official spokesman for woman students at tech. women from the undergraduate school make up the active and inactive membership. graduate women students are associate members. the purpose of w.s.a. is to promote the general welfare of the women at tech, and to establish and maintain standards of character and conduct which the women students live by.

madge baya, barbara field, roz friedman, and alexis check lead the w.s.a. to a fine record in 1961-62.
the georgia tech veterans club is open to all ex-servicemen who are now attending georgia tech. it was founded for the betterment of the veteran at tech, and the club strives to improve the existing student faculty relationship.
the sailing club is one of the newest activities on the campus. the purpose of the club is to promote sailing in the atlanta area by teaching beginners and providing a core of experienced sailors for an intercollegiate racing team. this spring the club held its first annual regatta on picturesque lake lanier. participating were tech, emory, michigan state, ohio state, haverford, and georgia. the club was led this year by bill marchal and pete labouisse.
midway through his college career the tech man emerges from the confused crowd as a definite personality . . .

he reaches a period of . . .